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Abstract
Linear constraint databases and query languages are appropriate for spatial database applications. Not only is the data model
suitable for representing a large portion of spatial data such as in GIS systems, but there also exist efficient algorithms for the
core operations in the query languages. An important limitation of linear constraints, however, is that they cannot model constructs
such as Euclidean distance; extending such languages to include such constructs, without obtaining the full power of polynomial
constraints has proven to be quite difficult.
One approach to this problem, by Kuijpers, Kuper, Paredaens, and Vandeurzen, used the notion of Euclidean constructions with
ruler and compass as the basis for a first order query language. While their language had the desired expressive power, the semantics
are not really natural, due to its use of an ad hoc encoding. In this paper, we define a language over a similar class of databases,
with more natural semantics. We show that this language captures a natural subclass, the representation independent queries of the
first order language of Kuijpers, Kuper, Paredaens, and Vandeurzen.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The constraint database model [15] is a promising approach for representing, querying, and managing spatial and
geographical data. Theoretical results obtained thus far have provided both the necessary foundations and useful
guidelines for developing constraint database systems (cf. [18]). Much of this work, both theoretical and systems
oriented, has focused on the class of linear constraint databases and linear constraint query languages (e.g. [3,10,
14,16,25,28]). First-order logic with linear constraints (FO + LIN) has proven to be a good query language for spa-
tial and temporal data, and efficient implementations of the core operations exist [10]. There are, however, certain
limitations on the expressive power of FO + LIN. Some of these limitations are inherent to first-order languages
in general, among them is the fact that connectivity cannot be expressed; the trade-offs between expressive power
and efficiency in such cases have been well studied [4,11,22]. However, there are additional limitations that are a
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restrictions is the inability to express the notion of Euclidean distance, which is needed in many applications; for
example, spatial join based on distances (e.g., [12,13]) is a needed function in spatial databases. In this paper,
we study a theoretical foundation for extending linear constraint query languages with Euclidean distance primi-
tives.
The notion of Euclidean distance can clearly be expressed in a language with polynomial constraints, such as
FO + POLY, but such a language would be far too powerful for our purposes. A natural question that has been asked
is whether there is a language between FO + LIN and FO + POLY with appropriate additional expressive power,
but without the full power of FO + POLY. The naive approach of simply considering quadratic constraints does not
work—the closure requirement is violated, as one can write queries whose results require higher-order polynomials.
Furthermore, adding many natural geometric primitives, such as collinearity, to a first-order language, has been shown
to also yield the full power of FO + POLY [27]. A more successful approach is the PFOL language of Vandeurzen,
Gyssens, and Van Gucht [28]. This is a syntactically restricted language SPFOL that allows multiplications to be used
only in a limited way. SPFOL can express Euclidean distance, and has been shown to be equivalent to the language
SafeEuQl of [17] (the core, “Euclidean” component of their language), on semi-linear relations, but the semantics of
PFOL is not very intuitive. Furthermore, as a safe language [5] over semi-linear relations, it clearly cannot express
queries such as “return all the points within a given distance,” unless one knows in advance that the result will be
finite.
Kuijpers, Kuper, Paredaens, and Vandeurzen [17] studied a different approach to this problem. Their key obser-
vation was that the two relevant concepts, linear constraints and Euclidean distance, correspond to the two basic
operations of Euclidean geometry, constructions with ruler and compass. They then defined a query language, Φcirc,
that is situated strictly between FO + LIN and FO + POLY, and that expresses those queries that can be described
as ruler-and-compass constructions on the input database. This language is restricted to databases in 2 dimensions,
though the proofs require simulation of relations of higher dimensions. A full definition of Φcirc is included later in
this paper.
While the intuition behind Φcirc was quite natural, there was a problem: While Euclidean geometry provides a
natural way of modeling operations on lines and circumferences of circles, it does not immediately provide any
intuition as to how to handle regions. The approach taken was to encode regions (and therefore also lines and circles)
by taking representative points, and use these points as the basis for Euclidean constructions. A Φcirc query therefore
had three parts: “Encode” a constraint database as a finite set of points, apply a “Euclidean” query on these points, and
“decode” the result as a constraint database. Besides being rather inelegant, a serious problem with this language is
that the semantics of a query may depend on the specific, arbitrary, encoding used when defining Φcirc. For example,
one can write a query that says “return the object whose representative is closest to the origin,” which is not really
desirable.
In the present paper we propose a different approach. We define a language EuAlg that applies Euclidean operations
directly to constraint relations without using an encoding. The key idea is to extend Euclidean constructions to regions.
The notion of drawing a line between two points is generalized to that of drawing a line between two objects, by taking
the union of all the lines that go through pairs of points from the two objects. (A similar idea, drawing lines through
the origin, was used in [28], but only for semi-linear relations.) For circles, various definitions are possible. The one
that we adopted is to draw all circles whose center is in the given region, and whose radius is in a given range. As
we explain later, this is a natural generalization of the encoding used in [17]; we describe some alternatives in the
penultimate section, and why they do not work. We also briefly discuss the issues involved in extending our approach
to 3-dimensional relations, and show why this is unlikely to be successful.
What is the expressive power of EuAlg? We show that it is, in fact, equivalent to a natural (but undecidable)
fragment of Φcirc, the representation-independent queries. As corollaries, we can transfer the main results of [17] to
our setting and obtain a language strictly between FO + LIN and FO + POLY.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background definitions. Section 3 introduces the notion
of representation independence. Section 4 defines the language EuAlg, whose closure property is shown in Section 5.
Section 6 provides an essential construction of cell decomposition, which is needed in establishing the equivalence
result in Section 7. Section 8 compares EuAlg with constraint languages, and Sections 9 and 10 discuss alternative
definitions and extensions. A preliminary version of this work, with the definition of the EuAlg language, appeared
in [20].
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In this section we give the necessary background definitions. We start with the underlying data model and various
geometric definitions, and then recall the definition of Φcirc from [17] (slightly modified to accommodate nested
relations).
2.1. Semi-circular relations
We consider spatial data in the plane. In order to accommodate Euclidean operations, the underlying domain must
be a subfield D of R that is closed under square roots, and most of our results apply to any such field. The minimal
such field is known as the field of constructible numbers [6]. We consider sets of points that can be described by lines
and circles, which are called semi-circular sets.
Definition 2.1. A subset of R2 is called a semi-circular set over D iff it can be defined as a Boolean combination of
sets of the form
{
(x, y) | ax + by + cθ0} or {(x, y) | (x − a)2 + (y − b)2θc2},
where a, b, and c are elements in the domain D and θ is a predicate in {,<,=,,>}. Let P be the set of all
semi-circular sets over D.
Definition 2.2. A Euclidean equality constraint is an equation in one of the following two forms
ax + by + c = 0 or (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = c2,
where a, b, c are in D. Such constraints are called linear or circular equality constraints, respectively. If φ is a
Euclidean equality constraint, we define semi-circular sets r0φ , r
+
φ , and r
−
φ as follows:
(1) If φ is of the form ax + by + c = 0, where b 0 (and a  0 whenever b = 0), then
r0φ =
{
(x, y) | ax + by + c = 0}, r+φ =
{
(x, y) | ax + by + c > 0},
r−φ =
{
(x, y) | ax + by + c < 0}.
(2) If φ is of the form (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = c2, then
r0φ =
{
(x, y) | (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = c2}, r+φ =
{
(x, y) | (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 > c2},
r−φ =
{
(x, y) | (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 < c2}.
The conditions b  0, etc., in item 1 above guarantee that r+φ is the “upper” half plane, i.e., ∀x, y, y′ (r+φ (x, y) ∧
r−φ (x, y′) → y > y′). We now define semi-circular relations. These are relations over semi-circular sets (we ignore
non-spatial, thematic attributes for simplicity but note that they can be easily added to the model).
Definition 2.3.
(1) A semi-circular n-tuple is a tuple t = (t1, . . . , tn), where each ti is a semi-circular set. This tuple is called finite
iff each of the ti ’s is a finite set of points. Two n-tuples are equal if their corresponding components are the same
semi-circular set.
(2) A semi-circular relation r of arity n is a (finite) set of semi-circular n-tuples. Such a relation is called finite iff
each of its tuples is finite. A semi-circular relation r is contained in a semi-circular relations s, r ⊆ s iff every
tuple in r is equal to some tuple in s. Two relations r and s are equivalent, r ≡ s, iff r ⊆ s and s ⊆ r .
The decidability of the theory of real closed fields immediately implies that the notions defined above are decidable.
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Definition 2.4. A semi-circular set is rectangular if it is equal to the conjunction “a < x < b ∧ c < y < d” for some
a, b, c, d ∈ D. A semi-circular set is bounded if it is contained in some rectangular set.
Let ∂(r) denote the topological boundary of a subset r of D2. An isolated point is defined in the usual way. We use
d(p,q) to denote the (Euclidean) distance between points p and q .
Definition 2.5. A side of a set r is a maximal connected subset of ∂(r) all of whose points satisfy a single Euclidean
equality constraint.
For technical convenience, the above definition also applies to sets that are not-semi-circular. In such a case, the
union of the sides may not yield the boundary of the set.
Definition 2.6. Let r be a semi-circular set. The corners of r include the following, for every side s of r .
(1) If the points of s satisfy a linear equality constraint, then all the special points of s [8,28] are corners of r .1
(2) If the points of s satisfy a circular constraint, then the corners of r include all points p = (px,py) such that every
small enough neighborhood of p contains either
(a) only points q = (qx, qy) with qx > px and qy > py , or
(b) only points q = (qx, qy) with qx > px and qy < py , or
(c) only points q = (qx, qy) with qx < px and qy > py , or
(d) only points q = (qx, qy) with qx > px and qy < py .2
Example 2.7. Figure 1 shows a semi-circular relation with three sides and four corners.
The following observations are immediate.
Lemma 2.8. Let r be a semi-circular set.
(1) r has a finite number of sides.
(2) The boundary of r is a semi-circular set.
(3) Every side of r is a semi-circular set.
(4) Every side of r contains at most two corners of r .
Proof. (1) The proof is by induction on the structure of r . When r is a single Euclidean constraint, it has a single side
that is obtained by replacing the comparison operator θ by equality. When r is s ∪ s′, each side of r is either a side
of s (respectively s′), or is the part of a side of s (respectively s′) that lies between the intersection of that side with
one or two sides from the other set. In all cases, the number of possibilities is finite. The treatment of intersection is
similar, and negation does not change the boundary.
Fig. 1. Sides and corners.
1 These special points are, intuitively, the vertices of a semi-linear set.
2 The only reason this definition was not used for linear constraints as well was to avoid messy treatment of special cases such as horizontal line
segments.
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between two sides are points in D2.
(3) Immediate from the definition.
(4) Follows directly from the definition of circular constraint, and the fact that each side is connected. 
2.3. Definition of the Φcirc language
The definitions in this section are based on those of [17].
Definition 2.9. Let E be a set of Euclidean equality constraints. E induces a partition C = {cσ } of R2 into cells, where
cσ =⋂φ∈E rσ(φ)φ and σ ranges over ΣE , the set of all mappings from E into {0,+,−}.
Lemma 2.10.
(i) R2 =⋃σ∈Σ cσ , and
(ii) cσ1 ∩ cσ2 = ∅, for σ1 = σ2.
Definition 2.11. A carrier of a semi-circular set r is a set E of Euclidean equality constraints such that r =⋃σ∈Σ ′ cσ ,
for some Σ ′ ⊆ ΣE .
Lemma 2.12. Every semi-circular set r has a carrier (but not necessarily a unique one).
The carrier is the basis for the LPC-encoding3 of a set, a representation based on three finite relations over D2.
Definition 2.13. An LPC-encoding of a semi-circular set r consists of three finite relations over D2: a binary relation lr ,
a ternary relation cr , and a unary relation pr , such that for some carrier E of r
(1) lr contains, for each linear constraint φ in E , two distinct points that satisfy φ.
(2) cr contains, for each circular equality constraint (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = c2 in E , a triple (p,p′,p′′) where
(a) p = (a, b), the center of the circle.
(b) d(p′,p′′) = c, i.e., these two points encode the radius of the circle.
(3) For each σ in ΣE such that cσ ⊆ r , pr contains a point4 from Cσ .
Example 2.14. We illustrate this definition by giving an LPC-encoding of the semi-circular set shown in Fig. 1.
We use the following abbreviations for the points in the encoding. p1 = (.3,3.6), p2 = (5.9,5.9), p3 = (7.3,0.4),
p4 = (11.2,3.3), p5 = (3.1,4.8) (arbitrary point in the triangle on the left), p6 = (8.0,3.5) (the center of the circle),
p7 = (.3,3.6), p8 = (.3,3.7) (arbitrary point directly above p7), p9 = (.4,3.6) (arbitrary point on the same horizontal
line as p7), and p10 = (4.8,3.5) (arbitrary point in the part of the circle not shown in the figure). A possible encoding is
L = {(p7,p9), (p7,p8), (p1,p2), (p1,p3)
}
,
C = {(p6,p6,p4)
}
,
P = {p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p10}.
Let Qrcirc→LPC be the set of all mappings from semi-circular sets to their LPC encodings, and QLPC→rcirc be the
unique mapping that is the inverse of all mappings in this set, shown to exist in [17]. Note the different notation: the
decoding is a unique mapping from the set of LPC-encodings to semi-circular sets, whereas there are many possible
encodings. In [17] it is shown that QLPC→rcirc can be expressed in FO + POLY, and that at least one encoding in the
set Qrcirc→LPC is in FO + POLY.
3 For “Line, Point, Circle.”
4 Possibly more than one, as there is no uniqueness requirement.
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Definition 2.15. L is a first-order language with equality with two constants eo and eu (intuitively, the origin (0,0)
and the unit (0,1)) and the following fixed predicates.
(1) v1 is on line (v2, v3), which holds when v2 = v3 and v1 is on the line through v2 and v3.
(2) v1 is on circle (v2, v3, v4), which holds when v2, v3, and v4 are all distinct, and v1 is on the (unique) circle through
these two points.
(3) v1 is in circle (v2, v3, v4), which holds when v2, v3, and v4 are all distinct, and v1 is in the interior of the circle
through these two points.
(4) l-order (v1, v2, v3), which holds when the three points are collinear, and v2 is between v1 and v3.
(5) c-order (v1, v2, v3, v4), which holds when the four points are on a circle, clockwise, in the given order.
(6) v1 is on the same side as v2 of line (v3, v4), which holds when v3 = v4 and v1 and v2 are in the same half-plane
generated by the line through these points.
(7) v1 is l-l-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5), which holds when v2 = v3, v4 = v5, the lines through these pairs of
points are not equal of parallel, and v1 is the intersection of these two lines.
(8) v1 is l-c-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5, v6), which holds when v2 = v3, the three points v4, v5, v6 are all distinct,
and the line through the first two points intersects the circle through the last three points at v1—note that there
may be one or two distinct points v1 satisfying this predicate.
(9) v1 is c-c-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7), which holds when the corresponding circles intersect.
In addition, SafeEuQl has certain “safety” requirements that, intuitively, ensure that not too many points are gen-
erated (e.g., we cannot take all lines that intersect a given point). Formally, let φ be a formula in L; we shall write
φ(r1, . . . , rn;v1, . . . , vm) when we need to refer explicitly to the schema. The safe variables Sv(φ) are defined induc-
tively as
(1) {v1, . . . , vp}, when φ is of the form r(v1, . . . , vp).
(2) Empty, when φ is one of the atomic geometric predicates above, or when φ is of the form ¬φ′.
(3) Sv(φ′)− {v}, when φ is of the form ∃v φ′.
(4) Let φ be of the form ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕq . Then Sv(φ) is the smallest set S for which
(a) Sv(φi) ⊆ S, for all 1 i  q .
(b) If some φi is of the form “v1 = v2” where v1 or v2 is in S, then both v1 and v2 are in S.
(c) If some φi is of the form “v1 = eo” or v1 = eu, then v1 is in S.
(d) If some φi is of the form “v1 is l-l-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5)” and v2, . . . , v5 are all in S, or are equal
to eo or eu, then so is v1.
(e) If some φi is of the form “v1 is l-c-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5, v6)” and each of v2, . . . , v6 is either in S,
or is equal to eo or to eu, then so is v1.
(f) If some φi is of the form “v1 is c-c-crossing point of (v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7),” and each of v2, . . . , v7 is either
in S, or is equal to eo or to eu, then so is v1.
(5) Sv(φ1 ∨ · · · ∨ φq) is equal to Sv(φ1)∩ · · · ∩ Sv(φq).
Definition 2.16. A SafeEuQl query is a formula φ(r1, . . . , rn, v1, . . . , vm) in L such that
(1) for every subformula ∃v ψ of φ, v is in Sv(ψ),
(2) every free variable vi is in Sv(φ).
If ri has arity ki , we say that φ has arity (k1, . . . , kn,m).
Lemma 2.17. [17] Let φ(r1, . . . , rn, v1, . . . , vm) be a SafeEuQl query, and let r1, . . . , rn be finite relations over D2 of
the appropriate arities. Then {(v1, . . . , vm) | φ(r1, . . . , rn;v1, . . . , vm)} is also a finite relation over D2.
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adomk(r1, . . . , rn), is defined as
adom0(r1, . . . , rn) = {eo, eu} ∪
⋃
1in
{v | v is a member of a component of some tuple in ri},
adomk(r1, . . . , rn) = adomk−1(r1, . . . , rn)
∪ {v | v is l-l-crossing point of (v1, v2, v3, v4), v1, v2, v3, v4 ∈ adomk−1(r1, . . . , rn)
}
∪ {v | v is l-c-crossing point of (v1, v2, . . . , v5), v1, v2, . . . , v5 ∈ adomk−1(r1, . . . , rn)
}
∪ {v | v is c-c-crossing point of (v1, v2, . . . , v6), v1, v2, . . . , v6 ∈ adomk−1(r1, . . . , rn)
}
.
A straightforward induction, using the definition of safety to show that the only way new objects can be generated
is via the “crossing” predicates in the definition of active domain, shows the following.
Lemma 2.19. Let r1, . . . , rn be finite relations over D2, and let φ(r1, . . . , rn;v1, . . . , vm) be a SafeEuQl query of
quantifier depth k. Let φact be equal to φ with each quantifier ∃v replaced by ∃v ∈ adomk(r1, . . . , rn) and each
quantifier ∀v replaced by ∀v ∈ adomk(r1, . . . , rn). Then φ and φact are equivalent.
We now proceed to the Φcirc language. First, let enc be a fixed encoding in Qrcirc→LPC that is in FO + POLY.
Definition 2.20. Φcirc consists of all formulas of the form “enc ◦ (φl, φc,φp) ◦QLPC→rcirc ,” where φl , φc , and φp are
SafeEuQl queries of arities (2,3,1,2), (2,3,1,3), and (2,3,1,1), respectively.
The arities in this definition refer to the fact that the formulas are meant to be used as queries from LPC-encodings
(L with arity 2, C with arity 3 and P with arity 1) with respective outputs being lines (2), circle (3) and point (1).
Theorem 2.21. [17]
(1) Φcirc is a set of mappings from and to semi-circular sets.
(2) Φcirc is strictly more powerful then FO + LIN, over the domain of semi-circular sets.
(3) Φcirc is strictly weaker then FO + POLY, over the domain of semi-circular sets.
Remark. We should point out that our definition of Φcirc differs in one way from the definition of [17]. In that
paper, there is no notion of orientation: the c-order predicate tests for clockwise or counterclockwise order, without
distinguishing between the two. The definition we use appears to us to be more intuitive, and we should point out that
all of the results in [17] still hold with our definition. It is not hard to see that (if EuAlg is modified by eliminating one
of the three fixed points defined below) none of our results depend on the existence of an orientation.
3. Representation Independence
We first illustrate how the use of a fixed, but arbitrary, encoding mapping enc in the definition of Φcirc leads to the
language having unnatural semantics.
Example 3.1. Consider a semi-circular set consisting of the 2 horizontal lines in either part of Fig. 2. Let φp be a
SafeEuQl query5 of arity (2,3,1,1) as follows
φp(rl, rc, rp;v) ≡ rp(v)∧ ∀v′ rp(v′) → ¬
(
v′ is in circle (eo, v)
)
.
Intuitively, φp selects the input point that is closest to the origin. We now define a Φcirc query Q with this φp , and
with
5 To be precise, the equivalent query rp(v)∧ ¬(∃v′) (rp(v′)∧ v′ is in circle (eo, v)) is safe.
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φl(rl, rc, rp;v1, v2) ≡ rl(v1, v2),
φc(rl, rc, rp;v1, v2, v3) ≡ rc(v1, v2, v3),
i.e., the carrier is unchanged.
The result of Q will depend on the specific encoding used in the definition of Φcirc: if the two line segments are
encoded with the points shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2, the result will be the lower segment; if the encoding is
as shown on the right, the result will be the upper segment. This is clearly undesirable.
We would prefer that our query language does not allow queries such as this. To that end, we make the dependence
of Φcirc on the encoding explicit, and then consider the representation-independent fragment.
Definition 3.2. For each encoding enc ∈ Qrcirc→LPC, let Φcirc(enc) be the class of all formulas of the form We first
illustrate how the use of a fixed, but arbitrary, encoding mapping enc in the definition of Φcirc leads to the language
having unnatural semantics. “enc ◦ (φl, φc,φp) ◦QLPC→rcirc ,” where φl , φc , and φp are SafeEuQl queries of arities
(2,3,1,2), (2,3,1,3), and (2,3,1,1), respectively.
Definition 3.3. If Q is a mapping from semi-circular sets to semi-circular sets, we say that Q is
(1) A RepInd-Φcirc query if Q is in Φcirc(enc) for every mapping enc in Qrcirc→LPC.
(2) A RepInd-Φpolycirc query if Q is in Φcirc(enc) for every enc in the intersection of Qrcirc→LPC and FO + POLY.
Clearly RepInd-Φcirc ⊆ RepInd-Φpolycirc , and the existence of at least one encoding in FO+ POLY guarantees that the
latter class is non-trivial. We shall see later that the two classes are, in fact, equal.
The first question we address is whether the results of [17] hold for RepInd-Φcirc and RepInd-Φpolycirc as well. This
is indeed the case.
Theorem 3.4.
(1) RepInd-Φcirc (and therefore RepInd-Φpolycirc ) can express all Euclidean constructions.
(2) Every FO + LIN over semi-circular sets can be expressed in RepInd-Φcirc (and therefore in RepInd-Φpolycirc ), but
not conversely.
(3) Every RepInd-Φpolycirc (and therefore every RepInd-Φcirc) query can be expressed in FO+ POLY, but not conversely.
Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that the constructions that were used in [17] to prove this result can easily be
made representation independent (they apply to finite sets of points, so do not really need to make use of the encoding).
(2) This follows from the fact that the proof of this result given in [17] does not depend on the choice of encoding.
The proof that the converse fails in [17] (i.e., that the unit circle with center at the origin can be constructed in
RepInd-Φcirc but not in FO + LIN) also applies to RepInd-Φcirc.
(3) This follows from the fact that RepInd-Φpolycirc (and thus RepInd-Φcirc) is weaker than any specific Φcirc(enc),
which in turn is strictly weaker than FO + POLY [17]. 
Unfortunately, representation independence is not decidable:
Theorem 3.5. Testing membership RepInd-Φcirc for queries in Φcirc is undecidable.
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a binary relation symbol (and equality) [26] (see also [29]). Let r be a binary relation and ϕ a first-order sentence
over {r}. We construct a Φcirc query Q such that ϕ is satisfiable if and only if Q is representation dependent. Without
loss of generality, we assume a universe of integers for ϕ. Let the LPC encoding be as follows. The relation rl contains
the encoding of the line x = y, rp the points (a, b) if (a, b) is in r , and rc is empty.
Each variable x in ϕ will have a corresponding point variable x¯ in Q and equality between variables is simulated by
checking if two point variables have the same x-coordinate. This testing can be easily done in SafeEuQl. To simulate
r(x, y), we will find a point y¯′ in rp such that
(1) the line parallel to the x-axis and containing y¯′ and the line parallel to the y-axis and containing y¯ intersect, and
(2) the intersection point is on the line x = y in rl .
The above conditions ensure that the y-value of y¯′ and the x-value of y¯ are indeed the same. Let Q′ be the formula in
SafeEuQl that is constructed inductively based on the structure of ϕ. It is easy to see that Q′ is satisfiable if and only
if ϕ is. To complete the proof, we pad a RepInd-Φcirc query with Q′ and let the resulting query be Q. Therefore ϕ is
satisfiable if and only if Q is in RepInd-Φcirc. 
This, of course, only shows that it is impossible to test whether a particular query Q, expressed as a Φcirc query,
is representation independent. As in other areas (such as domain independence for relational databases [2], or safe
constraint queries [5]), it is natural to ask whether there is some other, effective, syntax that expresses the class of
RepInd-Φcirc queries. That is the goal of the language we now define.
4. The algebraic EuAlg language
We now return to the model of semi-circular relations, essentially nested relations of semi-circular sets, with
only one level of nesting. The model, and algebra, are similar to those used in [3,10,19]. We shall define an algebraic
language with additional operators that apply geometric constructions in an appropriate way. We start with the standard
part.
Definition 4.1. Let r and s be semi-circular relations of arity kr and ks , respectively.
(2) r ∪ s, r ∩ s, and r − s (in all cases, k = s) are the corresponding set-theoretic operations on the relations.
(2) r × s is defined as {(t1, . . . , tkr , t ′1, . . . , t ′ks ) | (t1, . . . , tkr ) ∈ r , (t ′1, . . . , t ′ks ) ∈ s}.(3) Let cond be one of i = j , i ⊆ j , i ∩ j = ∅ where i, j  kr . Then σcond(r) is the set of those tuples (t1, . . . , tkr ) in
r for which ti and tj satisfy cond.
(4) Let x = x1 · · ·xm, where ∀i 1 xi  kr . Then πx(r) = {(tx1, . . . , txm) | (t1, . . . , tkr ) ∈ r}.
(5) The EuUnnest operator is essentially a version of unnesting. For each 1 i  kr , the operator EuUnnesti (r) takes
the union of all of those semi-circular sets in column i of tuples that agree on all other components, i.e.,
EuUnnesti (r) =
{
(t1, . . . , tkr ) | ∃
(
t ′1, . . . , t ′kr
) ∈ r(i = j ∧ j  kr → tj ≡ t ′j
)
∧
ti =
⋃{
t ′i |
(
t ′1, . . . , t ′kr
) ∈ r ∧ (i = j ∧ j = kr → t ′j ≡ tj
)}}
.
We now turn to the specific geometric primitives. These Euclidean operators resemble aggregate operators or
functions in a relational query language, in that each operator adds an additional column to the relation, whose value
depends on the values of the other columns of each tuple. The syntax of these operators εop(r) for specific functions
op, is as follows. In all these definitions, r is a semi-circular relation of arity k, and εop(r) will always be a semi-
circular relation of arity k + 1. We postpone briefly the discussion of line- and circle-drawing; the simpler operators
are listed below.
Definition 4.2.
(1) Union: εi∪j (r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, ti ∪ tj ) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r}.
(2) Intersection: εi∩j (r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, ti ∩ tj ) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r}.
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(4) ε∂(i)(r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, ∂(ti)) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r}.
(5) εsides(i)(r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, s) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r, s is a side of ti}.
(6) εcorners(i)(r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, s) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r, s is a corner of ti}.
We now turn to line- and circle-drawing operators. As explained in the introduction, we wish to generalize the
notion of drawing a line between two points to that of drawing a line between two regions. For technical reasons
we use rays (i.e., half-lines) instead of lines. The Euclidean operators, εray(i,j) and εcirc(i,j,k) return, respectively,
the objects that result from drawing all lines from objects in column i in the direction of objects in column j , and
from drawing all circles with center in column i and radius equal to the distance between two points in the objects in
columns j and k. We start with definitions of rays and circles.
Definition 4.3. Let p1, p2, and p3 be points in D2, and let r1, r2, and r3 be semi-circular sets.
(1) ray(p1,p2) is the half line (with endpoint) starting at p1, and going through p2. In the special case where p1 = p2,
ray(p1,p2) is just the point p1 itself.
(2) ray(r1, r2) =⋃p1∈r1,p2∈r2 ray(p1,p2).(3) circ(p1,p2,p3) is the circle (i.e., the circle boundary) with center at p1 and radius equal to d(p2,p3) (which
means that if this distance is equal to zero, the result is the point p1 itself).
(4) circ(r1, r2, r3) =⋃p1∈r1,p2∈r2,p3∈r3 circ(p1,p2,p3).
Example 4.4. Consider the two regions r1 and r2, where
r1 = 1 x  2 ∧ 1 y  2 and r2 = 3 x  4 ∧ 2 y  3.
Then
ray(r1, r2) = (0 2y − x  3 ∧ x  1 ∧ y  1)∨ (y − 2x −3 ∧ y  2),
ray(r1, r1) = R2,
circ(r1, r2, r2) = 1 −
√
2 x  2 + √2 ∧ 1 y  2 ∨ 1 x  2 ∧ 1 − √2 y  2 + √2
∨ (x − 1)2 + (y − 1)2  2 ∨ (x − 1)2 + (y − 2)2  2
∨ (x − 2)2 + (y − 1)2  2 ∨ (x − 2)2 + (y − 2)2  2,
circ(r1, r1, r2) = 1 −
√
13 x  2 + √13 ∧ 1 y  2 ∨ 1 x  2 ∧ 1 − √13 y  2 + √13
∨ (x − 1)2 + (y − 1)2  13 ∨ (x − 1)2 + (y − 2)2  13
∨ (x − 2)2 + (y − 1)2  13 ∨ (x − 2)2 + (y − 2)2  13.
Figure 3 shows the results of ray(r1, r2) and circ(r1, r2, r2). circ(r1, r2, r2) is the union of all circles with center in
r1 and radius between the nearest pair of points in r1 and r2, i.e., 1, and the farthest pair (
√
13). For reference in
Example 4.7, let s1, s2, s3, and s4 be the four semi-circular sets defined in this example.
As another example, let r1 be as before, and let r3 be the region (4 x  5∧2 y  3). In this case circ(r1, r1, r3)
will be the set of union of all circles with center in r1 and radius between 2 and
√
20, which will contain a hole.
Fig. 3. Example of rays and circles between regions.
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• εray(i,i′)(r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, ray(ti , ti′)) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r}.
• εcirc(i,i′,i′′)(r) = {(t1, . . . , tk, circ(ti , ti′ , ti′′)) | (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ r}.
Definition 4.6. The EuAlg algebraic query language has as operators those in Definitions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.5. In addition,
EuAlg has three constant relations eo, ex , and ey of arity one (with the points in these sets not collinear).
Intuitively, eo = {((0,0))}, ex = {((1,0))}, and ey = {((0,1))}. The need for such fixed points was discussed
in [17]: They can be used to simulate choice constructs (“select an arbitrary point on a line”), that are used in many
geometric constructions, and they will also be used as the basis of generating a coordinate system.
Remark. Note that SafeEuQl was defined using only two fixed points. The reason a third point was not needed is that
it can be computed from eo and eu making use of the orientation provided by the clockwise order predicate.
Example 4.7. Let r1 and r2 (and s1, s2, s3, and s4) be as in Example 4.4. Consider the semi-circular relations r =
{(r1, r2), (r1, r3)} and s = {(r1, r2, r2), (r1, r1, r2)}.
(1) εray(1,2)(r) = {(r1, r2, s1), (r1, r3, s5)}, where s5 is the (semi-circular) set defined by y > x − 1.
(2) εcirc(1,2,3)(s) = {(r1, r2, r2, s3), (r1, r1, r2, s4)}.
Example 4.8. We illustrate how Euclidean constructions are expressed in EuAlg. Let r be a binary relation representing
a set of pairs of lines, i.e. whenever (t1, t2) ∈ r , then the semi-circular sets t1 and t2 are, in fact, lines (see Fig. 4).
We show how to bisect the angles between t1 and t2, for each such pair in r . Note that the constructions are done
in parallel, and the result is a ternary relation s where (t1, t2, t3) ∈ s iff (t1, t2) ∈ r and t3 is the bisector of the
angle between t1 to t2. The query is expressed as follows (note that actually the bisectors of the obtuse angle is also
constructed; distinguishing them is more complicated, and requires the use of eo, ex , and ey to define an orientation).
(1) Find the vertex of the angle (note that r1 is ternary, with the vertex in the third column)
r1 = ε1∩2(r).
(2) Draw a circle with center at this vertex and with radius equal to unity. Intersect this circle with the original lines
(in the order given), this obtaining two points (in columns 7 and 8)
r2 = ε2∩6ε1∩6εcirc(3,4,5)(r1 × eo × ex).
(3) Draw the two circles that have centers at these two points, and radii equal to the distance between them (output in
columns 9 and 10)
r3 = εcirc(7,7,8)εcirc(8,7,8)(r2).
Fig. 4. Bisecting an angle in EuAlg.
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through these points, and project out intermediate results
r4 = π(1,2,12)εray(3,11)ε9∩10(r3).
We shall later have occasion to use other geometrical constructions (e.g., draw perpendiculars to a line, find the center
of a circle, etc.), and shall usually omit full details: the simulation in EuAlg always proceeds on similar lines to this
example.
5. Closure of the EuAlg language
Before studying the expressive power of EuAlg, we must show that the language is closed, i.e., that if we apply
an EuAlg expression to semi-circular relations, the result is also a semi-circular relation. The following lemma is
immediate.
Lemma 5.1. Let r and s be semi-circular relations, and let E be one of the operators in Definitions 4.1 and 4.2. Then
E(r, s) (or E(r), when appropriate) is a semi-circular relation.
This leaves the ray and circle-drawing operators. We first establish that it is sufficient to show that the boundary of
the result is semi-circular. Recall that the definition of side is such that a side is always a connected segment of a line
or a circle.
Lemma 5.2. Let r be a subset of D2. If the boundary of r consists of a finite number of sides, then r is semi-circular.
Proof. Recall that sides(r) is the set of all of the sides of r . For each side s ∈ sides(r) let φs be a corresponding
Euclidean equality constraint. Let r+s = r+φs , r−s = r−φs , ros = r0φs ∩ s, ris = r0φs − s, the last two being those parts of the
sides that are in (respectively not in) r .
We now proceed on the lines of Definition 2.9. Let Σ be the set of all mappings from sides(r) into {o, i,+,−},
and let C = {cσ }, where
cσ =
⋂
s∈sides(r)
rσs ,
for σ ∈ Σ . It can easily be verified that r is the union of those elements of C that are contained in r , and that each
such cell is semi-circular. 
The next lemma is also immediate.
Lemma 5.3. The operators ray and circ distribute over union, i.e.,
ray(r1 ∪ r2, s1 ∪ s2) =
⋃
1i,j2
ray(ri , sj ),
circ(r1 ∪ r2, s1 ∪ s2, q1 ∪ q2) =
⋃
1i,j,k2
circ(ri , sj , qk).
Because of the above lemma, we shall assume that all semi-circular sets in what follows are connected. If not, they
can be decomposed into connected components, and the argument applied to each pair of components.
We start with εray. To show closure, it suffices to show that ray(r, s) is a semi-circular set, whenever r and s are
connected semi-circular sets. By Lemma 5.2, we need only show that the boundary output of ray(r, s) is a semi-circular
set with a finite number of sides.
We would like to be able to consider only the boundary of the input as well, using an identity such as ∂(ray(r, s)) =
ray(∂(r), ∂(s)). Unfortunately, this does not hold in general (consider r ≡ (x < −1), s = {(0,0)}, and ray(r, s) ≡
(x = 0)∨ (x = 0 ∧ y = 0)). We can, however, show the following.
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∂
(
ray(r, s)
)= ∂(r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s))).
Proof. We first show
ray(r, s) ⊆ r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)). (1)
Let p ∈ ray(r, s) − r − s. Then p is on ray(qr , qs) for some qr ∈ r and qs ∈ s. Since p /∈ r , this ray must intersect
the boundary of r ; let q ′ be the first such point, i.e., q ′ ∈ ray(qr , qs) ∩ ∂(r). Similarly, since p /∈ s, there is a q ′′ ∈
ray(qr , qs) ∩ ∂(s). Furthermore, p cannot be between qr and q ′, since that would contradict the definition of q ′.
Therefore p must be in ray(q ′, q ′′), and hence in ray(∂(r), ∂(s)).
To prove the lemma, we first establish the following containment:
∂
(
ray(r, s)
)⊇ ∂(r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s))). (2)
Let p ∈ ∂(r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s))). But then, every -neighborhood of p must contain points p′ in, and p′′ not in, the
set r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)). By (1), p′′ /∈ ray(r, s).
To show p ∈ ∂(ray(r, s)), let N be an -neighborhood of p. We must show that N contains both points in, and
not in, ray(r, s). We have just shown the latter; it remains to show that N contains a point in ray(r, s).
Consider p′ above. If p′ ∈ r , then p′ ∈ ray(r, s), and we are done, by the non-emptiness of s. In the same way,
if p′ ∈ s, the non-emptiness of r implies p′ ∈ ray(r, s). If p′ is neither in r nor in s, it must be the case that p′ ∈
ray(∂(r), ∂(s)), and therefore that p′ ∈ ray(qr , qs), for some qr ∈ ∂(r) and qs ∈ ∂(s). But then, by appropriate choices
of q ′r ∈ r sufficiently close to qr , and q ′s ∈ s sufficiently close to qs , we can ensure that ray(q ′r , q ′s) intersects N ; any
point in this intersection must be in ray(r, s). This completes the proof of (2).
We turn to the converse, i.e.
∂
(
ray(r, s)
)⊆ ∂(r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s))). (3)
Let p be a point in ∂(ray(r, s)). Then every -neighborhood N of p must contain points q ∈ ray(r, s) and q ′ /∈
ray(r, s). We must show that N contains points both in, and not in, r ∪ s ∪ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)). By (1), q is in this set; it
therefore remains to show that N also contains a point not in the set.
Consider q ′. Since q ′ /∈ ray(r, s), and s is non-empty, it follows that q ′ /∈ r . Similarly, q ′ /∈ s. If q ′ /∈ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)),
we are done. Otherwise, q ′ ∈ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)) implies that q ′ ∈ ray(qr , qs), for some qr ∈ ∂(r) and qs ∈ ∂(s). Let l be
the line through qr and qs .
Claim. The set r is on one side of l (formally, this means that all points in r − l can be connected by a path that does
not intersect l).
Assume this is false. Then, the connectivity of r implies the existence of a point p∗ on l ∩ ∂(r) such that each
-neighborhood of p∗ contains points in r on each side of l. There are two cases to consider:
• qs ∈ s. In this case, for some q ′r in r , q ′ ∈ ray(q ′r , qs), and hence q ′ ∈ ray(r, s), a contradiction.
• qs /∈ s. In this case, every neighborhood of qs must contain points in ∂(s)− l, and then there must exist q ′r and q ′s
in r and s, respectively, such that q ′ ∈ ray(q ′r , q ′s), once more a contradiction, thus proving the claim.
In the same way, it follows that s is also on one side of l.
We now claim that r and s must be on the same side of l (i.e., all pairs of points in r − l and s − l can be connected
by a path that does not intersect l). Otherwise, in the same way as in the claim above, there exist q ′r and q ′s , in r
and s, respectively, such that q ′ ∈ ray(q ′r , q ′s) (assuming that qs /∈ s which is handled in a similar way as above).
Then there exist points q ′′r and q ′′s arbitrarily close to l, and not in r and s, respectively. We can then find such points
such that the line through q ′′r and q ′′s intersects N Let q∗ be a point in this intersection. Then q∗ /∈ r , q∗ /∈ s, and
q∗ /∈ ray(∂(r), ∂(s)), completing the proof. 
Lemma 5.5. If r and s are semi-circular sets, so is ray(r, s). Therefore εray maps semi-circular relations to semi-
circular relations.
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Lemma 5.3, it suffices to consider the case where r and s are each a single side, i.e., a point, a line segment without
endpoints, a half-line without endpoint, a line, a segment of a circle without endpoints, or a circle.6
This is done by the following case analysis.
Case 1. r : point.
(a) s: point. ray(r, s) is a half-line (with endpoint), or is a single point (when r = s).
(b) s: line segment without endpoints. ray(r, s) is the (open) region in the left-hand side of Fig. 5. If r is collinear
with s, then ray(r, s) is the entire line containing this segment.
(c) s: ray without endpoint. See the right-hand side of Fig. 5. If r is collinear with s, the result is the line containing s.
(d) s: line. ray(r, s) is the half plane bounded by the line through r and parallel to s. If r is on s, the result is s.
(e) s: circle segment with endpoints. Figure 6 illustrates two cases, depending on whether r is inside/on the circle or
not.
(f) s: circle. If r is inside s, ray(r, s) is R2; otherwise, ray(r, s) is similar to the left-hand side of Fig. 6.
Case 2. r : line segment.
(a) s: point. Similar to above.
(b) s: line segment. See the left part of Fig. 7. If the line segments intersect, the result is R2.
(c) s: line, circle segment, or circle are similar.
Fig. 5. Case 1(b) and (c).
Fig. 6. Case 1(d).
Fig. 7. Cases 2(b) and 4.
6 In the case of a side with endpoints, we handle the endpoints separately, using Lemma 5.3.
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(a) s: point. Unless s ∈ r , ray(r, s) is the half-plane bounded by r , that includes s, but (a) without the line through s,
and parallel to r , and (b) with the point s. If s ∈ r , the result is r .
(b) The other cases are similar.
Case 4. For r : circle segment, and s: point, see the right part of Fig. 7 for the case where s is outside the circle. The
remaining cases for r and s are all similar. 
We now turn to circ.
Lemma 5.6. Let s and t be connected semi-circular sets, and let
Rs,t =
{
d(qs, qt ) | qs ∈ s, qt ∈ t
}
.
Then R⊆ R is an interval (possibly unbounded).
Proof. Let n, n′ ∈R and assume n < n′′ < n′. Then there are points ps , qs in s, and pt , qt in t , such that d(ps,pt ) = n
and d(qs, qt ) = n′. Since s and t are connected, there are paths connecting ps to qs , and pt to qt , that are contained
in s and t , respectively. It immediately follows that there are points p and q on these paths with d(p,q) = n′′. 
The significance of this lemma is that circ(r, s, t) is the union of all circles with center in r and radius equal to
a number in Rs,t . By Lemma 5.3, we need only consider the following cases for Rs,t : [a], (a, a′), (a,∞), for all
0 a, a′ ∈ D. We first deal with the case of a side.
Lemma 5.7. Let r , s, and t be semi-circular sets, with r connected, and r ′ be a side of r . Then circ(r ′, s, t) is semi-
circular.
Proof. We distinguish between Rs,t equal to [a], (a, a′), and (a,∞), using a case analysis similar to that in
Lemma 5.5.
(1) Rs,t equal to [a].
(a) r ′: point. The result is a circle (boundary) with center r ′.
(b) r ′: line. The result is all points on or between two lines parallel to r ′ at distance a from it.
(c) r ′: line segment. If the length of the segment is > a, see Fig. 8. The second case is similar. Note that all the
interior points are part of the result, not just the boundary.
(d) r ′: circle. The result is the (closed) region between two concentric circles, with radii a + radius(r ′), and
|a − radius(r ′)| (see Fig. 9). To see why this is the case let pc be the center of r ′. If p ∈ circ(r ′, s, t), then
d(p,p′) = a for some p′ satisfying d(pc,p′) = radius(r ′). But then a − radius(r ′) d(p,pc), radius(r ′) −
a  d(p,pc), and d(p,pc) a + radius(r ′). For the converse, if p is between these two circles, then r ′ must
Fig. 8. R= [a]: line segment longer than a.
Fig. 9. The case R= [a]: circle.
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intersect the circle with center p and radius a, at some point p′. But then p′ is in r , and d(p′,p) = a, hence
p is in circ(r ′, s, t).
(e) r ′: circle segment. Let pc be the center of the circle, and assume that radius(r ′) a (see Fig. 10). The result
is all points between the circles with center pc and radii equal to radius(r ′) − a and radius(r ′) + a that are
between the two lines through pc and the segment’s endpoints, together with the (closed) circles with centers
at the endpoints and radius a.
It is clear that all such points are in circ(r ′, s, t). For the converse, assume that p is in circ(r ′, s, t), i.e., there
exists p′ in r such that d(pc,p′) = radius(r ′) and d(p′,p) = a. If p and p′ are both on the same side of the line
through pc and the endpoint pe , an argument similar to the full circle case established the result. Otherwise, the
 (p′,pc,p) is obtuse, and therefore d(pe,p) d(p′,p) = a, completing the proof.
The case radius(r ′) < a is handled in a similar way.
(2) Rs,t equal to (a, a′).
(a) r ′: point. The result is the (open) region between two circles with center at this point, and radii equal to a
and a′.
(b) r ′: line segment or line. In these cases, the results are the interiors of the constructions above, withRs,t = [a′].
(c) r ′: circle segment or circle. The results in these case are open regions similar to previous constructions. In the
case of a circle, it is the region between concentric circles with center at the center of r ′ and radii equal to
a′+radius(r ′) and min{|a−radius(r ′)|, |a′−radius(r ′)|}. In the case of a circle segment, the result is the region
between these concentric circles, and between the two lines through the center and the segment endpoints,
together with the interiors of the circles with centers at the endpoints and radii a′.
(3) Rs,t equal to (a,∞).
(a) r ′: point. The result is the exterior of the circle with center at the point and radius a.
(b) r ′: line segment. Assume the segment is bounded by points p1 and p2 (the unbounded case is the same as a
full line). We claim that circ(r ′, s, t) is equal to the union of the set of points at distance > a from p1, and the
set of points at distance > a from p2. First, if d(p′,p1) > a, then d(p′,p′1) > a, for some p′1 in r ′ close to
p1. For the converse, assume d(p′,p′′) > a, for some p′′ in r ′. Then, depending on whether  (p1,p′′,p′) or
 (p2,p′′,p′) is acute, we have d(p′,p2) or d(p′,p1) greater than d(p′,p′′) and hence greater than a.
(c) r ′: line. R2, as every point in R2 is at distance > a from some point on a line.
(d) r ′: circle segment. Let the endpoints of the segment be p1 and p2, and let the center of the circle be pc.
Assume (by Lemma 5.3) that the segment is at most half of a circle. Let u1 be the exterior of the circle with
center at p1 and radius a, u2 the exterior of the circle with center p2 and radius a, and u3 the intersection
of (1) the hyperplane supported by the line through p1 and pc and not containing p2, (2) the hyperplane
supported by the line through p2 and pc and not containing p1, and (3) the exterior of the circle with center
pc and radius a − radius(r ′), if a > radius(r ′); otherwise u3 is empty (see Fig. 11). Note that we make use of
the fact that r ′ is only in the “upper” cone in this figure, which follows from the fact that r ′ is at most half a
circle. We claim that the result is u1 ∪ u2 ∪ u3.
To prove correctness, observe first that any point in u1 (respectively u2) is at distance > a from p2 (re-
spectively p1), and hence there is a point in r ′ (near p1 or p2) at distance > a from the given point. If
p ∈ u3, draw the line through u3 and pc: this line must intersect p′, and d(p,p′) = d(p,pc) + d(pc,p′) >
(a − radius(r ′)+ radius(r ′)) = a.
Conversely, let p be at distance > a from some point p′ in r , and assume that p /∈ u1 ∪ u2, i.e., d(p,p1)
a and d(p,p2)  a. This means that p′ cannot be an endpoint of the segment. We now show that p is
not on the same side as p1 of the line through p2 and pc. Order the points p, p1, p′ with respect to a
counterclockwise sweep of the plane, starting from the ray from pc to p2. As p′ is always encountered
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before p1, there are three possible orderings, p′p1p, p′pp1, and pp′p1. Consider p′p1p. In this case, since
 (p,pc,p) <  (p,pc,p′) and both angles are less than π , by comparison of the triangles ppcp2 and ppcp′,
that d(p,p2) > d(p,p′) > a, as desired. In the other two cases we obtain in a similar way d(p,p2) > a and
d(p,p1) >, respectively.
Now, assume that p is in the “upper” one of the two cones between these lines (i.e., the one con-
taining the arc r ′). Then, depending which side p′ with respect to the line through pc and p, we get
 (p,pc,p′) <  (p,pc,p1), in which case d(p,p1) > d(p,p′) > a, or  (p,pc,p′) >  (p,pc,p1), in which
case d(p,p2) > a. This argument breaks down when the angle  (p,pc,p′) is equal to π , but this is precisely
the case where p is in the “lower” cone, and then d(p,pc) = d(p,p′) − d(p′,pc) > a − radius(r ′), i.e.,
p ∈ u3 (if a  radius(r ′), we get a contradiction, as u3 is empty).
(e) r ′: circle. Divide r ′ into two halves (plus endpoints), and apply the previous cases together with Lemma 5.3.
By applying Lemmas 5.3 and 5.7 repeatedly, we obtain the following.
Corollary 5.8. Let r , s, and t be semi-circular sets. Then circ(∂(r), s, t) is semi-circular.
Lemma 5.9. Let r, s and t be semi-circular sets. Then circ(r, s, t) is semi-circular.
Proof. By Corollary 5.8 and Lemma 5.3, we need only consider the case of open connected regions. We make several
further assumptions. One is that ∂(r) is connected. This may not always be the case (consider the region between
two concentric circles), but can be achieved by introducing extra segments (which can be chosen so that they are
contained in r , since r is connected) to connect the separate components of the boundary, partitioning r accordingly
and proving the result for each piece. In addition, we assume circ(r, s, t) = R2 (if this does not hold, the result is
clearly semi-circular). Let Rs,t be defined as before, and consider the same three cases:
Case 1. Rs,t = [a]. We first claim that, if p /∈ r , p ∈ circ(r, s, t) ↔ p ∈ circ(∂(r), s, t). First, if p ∈ circ(∂(r), s, t),
then d(p,q) = a for some q ∈ ∂(r). But then every p′ sufficiently close to p satisfies d(p′, q ′) = a for some q ′ ∈ r
close to q: since r is an open region, this implies that d(p,q ′′) = a, for some q ′′ ∈ r , i.e., p ∈ circ(r, s, t). For the
converse, let p ∈ circ(r, s, t), i.e., d(p,q) = a for some q ∈ r . Consider the circle c (boundary and interior) with
center p and radius a. Since both p and q are in c, c ∩ ∂(r) = ∅. If ∂(r) ⊆ c, then since p ∈ r , it must be the case that
R
2 − c ⊆ r , in which case all points of c, including p, are at distance a from some point in r , i.e., circ(r, s, t) = R2,
a contradiction. Otherwise, since ∂(r) is connected, it must intersect the boundary of c. But this means that p is at
distance a from some point in ∂(r), proving the claim.
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if p ∈ circ(r, s, t) then d(p,q) = a for some a in r . Once again, let c be the circle with center p and radius a. Using
a similar argument to the one above, if ∂(r) ⊆ c, then R2 − c ⊆ r , and therefore p ∈ circ(r, s′, t ′). Otherwise, there
must be points in ∂(r) outside c, and hence at distance > a from p. For the converse, assume d(p,q) > a, for some
q ∈ ∂(r). Define c in the same way. In this case, we know that there are points in ∂(r) outside c. If all of ∂(r) is
outside c, then p is at distance a from q ∈ r on the boundary of c. Otherwise, ∂(r) must intersect ∂(c), and using the
fact that r is open, it follows that d(p,q) = a for some q ∈ r near this intersection.
From these two claims, it follows that
circ(r, s, t) = (r ∩ circ(∂(r), s′, t ′))∪ ((R2 − r)∩ circ(∂(r), s, t)),
hence is semi-circular.
Case 2. Rs,t = (a, a′). The proof is similar to the previous case. We show that
circ(r, s, t) = (r ∩ circ(∂(r), s′, t ′))∪ ((R2 − r)∩ circ(∂(r), s, t)),
where s′, t ′ are such that Rs′,t ′ = (a,∞).
First, let p /∈ r . We claim p ∈ circ(r, s, t) ↔ p ∈ circ(∂(r), s, t). The first direction, p ∈ circ(∂(r), s, t) → p ∈
circ(∂(r), s, t) is proved as in the previous case. For the converse, let p ∈ circ(r, s, t), i.e., a < d(p,q) < a′ for some
q ∈ r . Consider the two circles c and c′ with center p and radii a and a′, respectively. We have to show that ∂(r)
intersects c′ − c. If not, then, by connectivity, either (1) ∂(r) ⊆ R2 − c′, which is impossible, since p /∈ r and q ∈ r ,
or (2) ∂(r) ⊆ c, in which case R2 − c ⊆ r , in which case circ(r, s, t) = R2, a contradiction.
Next, let p ∈ r . We have to show that p ∈ circ(r, s, t) ↔ p ∈ circ(∂(r), s′, t ′). For the first direction, let p ∈
circ(r, s, t), i.e., a < d(p,q) < a′ for some q in r . As before, let c be the circle with center p and radius a. If ∂(r)
is contained in c, then p, q ∈ r implies that R2 − r ⊆ c, and therefore, circ(r, s, t) = R2, a contradiction. Otherwise,
some point on the boundary is outside c, and hence at distance > a from p. For the converse, let p ∈ circ(∂(r), s′, t ′).
Then p satisfies d(p,q) > a for some q ∈ ∂(r) and so d(p,q ′) > a for some q ′ in r . But then d(p,p) = 0, together
with the connectivity of r and the continuity of d imply the existence of some q ′′ ∈ r such that a < d(p,q ′′) < a′.
Case 3. Rs,t = (a,∞). This is the simplest case. We claim that circ(r, s, t) is equal to circ(∂(r), s, t). Clearly p ∈
circ(∂(r), s, t) → p ∈ circ(r, s, t). For the converse, assume p ∈ circ(r, s, t), i.e., that d(p,q) > r for some q ∈ r . Let c
be the circle with center p and radius a. If ∂(r) ⊂ c then q ∈ r implies that R2 −c ⊆ r , and therefore circ(r, s, t) = R2,
a contradiction. Otherwise, ∂(r) has points outside c, hence at distance > a from p. 
Combining the results above, we conclude with the following.
Theorem 5.10. EuAlg is closed, i.e., the result of applying an EuAlg expression Q to semi-circular relations is itself a
semi-circular relation.
6. Cell decomposition
We actually need to know more about EuAlg, not merely that it is closed, but that all EuAlg queries are definable
in FO + POLY. By inspection of the constructions in the proof of Theorem 5.10, most can easily be seen to be in
FO+ POLY. The only difficult part concerns the fact that several of the constructions require dividing the relation into
connected components. While testing connectivity is not in FO + POLY, we can divide a relation into connected com-
ponents by a cell decomposition, similar to the standard construction of a CAD (cylindric algebraic decomposition);
this decomposition will be frequently used in later sections. The main difference from the standard CAD construction
is due to the fact that we are dealing with constraints rather than function.
Let r be a semi-circular set, and let E = El ∪ Ec be a carrier for r , where El is the set of the linear constraints in E ,
and Ec the set of the Euclidean constraints in E .
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Definition 6.1. E+l is obtained by augmenting El with the following linear constraints.
(1) First, add x = a + c, x = a − c, and y = b, for each circular constraint (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = c2 in E .
(2) Then, add x = a, where a is the x-coordinate of a point in the intersection of two distinct constraints from E
together with those added in the previous step.
Informally, we add vertical lines through each intersection of two objects in E , vertical tangents to each circle, and
horizontal lines along the diameter of each circle. As the intersection of two distinct Euclidean constraints consists of
at most two points, E+l is finite. As it is a refinement of E , we get
Lemma 6.2. E+ = E+l ∪ Ec is a carrier for r .
The reason for augmenting r is that we want to be able to compute cells in the partition of R2 using first-order
formulas. For linear constraints, one uses Carathéodory’s Theorem [23] to show that every cell can be defined by
at most d + 1 constraints (three in the case of the plane). With semi-circular relations, this is no longer the case
(see Fig. 12 for an example). However, when we consider augmented carriers, we can get a bound on the number of
constraints to consider.
Lemma 6.3. Let C+ = {cσ } be the cell decomposition induced by E+. Then each cσ can be defined as⋂1i6 rσφi (φi)
for some φ1, . . . , φ6 in E+, where φ1 and φ2 are constraints of the form x = a. We assume that C is non-trivial, i.e.,
E = ∅.
Furthermore, for any d ∈ D, cσ ∩(Y +d) is either a single point, or single open interval (with or without endpoints).
Proof. In this proof, some of the φi may be undefined, and in these cases we can get cσ as a conjunction of less than
six terms. As it will be more convenient to have a uniform form, we replace the undefined φi ’s by copies of those that
are defined; this will be done implicitly in what follows.
Let cσ =⋂φ∈E rσ(φ)φ be a cell in C+. Assume that cσ is non-empty. Let V (for “vertical”) be the set of constraints
in E+ of the form x = d . Let V s be the set of d ∈ D such that φ ≡ (x = d) is in V and σ(φ) = s, for s = 0,+, or −.
If, for some φ in V , V 0 = ∅, let φ1 and φ2 be equal to φ (note that if there is more than one such φ ∈ V , then the cell
must be empty). Let d1 be such that φ is x = d1. Otherwise, let d1 = max(V −) and d2 = min(V +), and let φ1 and φ2
be the constraints x = d1 and x = d2, respectively, when d1 (respectively d2) are defined. Note that no constraint of
the form x = d , where d1 < d < d2 can exist in E+l . Furthermore, since (x = d1) ∈ V − and (x = d2) ∈ V +, it follows
that7 cσ ⊆ (x > d1)∧ (x < d2).
We now define a set of functions with domain (d1, d2) (or on d1, when only d1 is defined; for simplicity of pre-
sentation, we shall abuse notation and use (d1, d2) to refer to the point d1 in that case—the proof in this case is often
trivial and will be omitted) F =Fl ∪F lc ∪Fuc 8 derived from E+.
7 Here and elsewhere we abuse notation by using constraints to refer to the set of points satisfying this constraint.
8 For “lower” and “upper,” respectively.
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= 0 is in E+l , then the function f (x) = −(c + ax)/b is in Fl .
(2) If (x−a)2 +(y−b)2 = c2 is in Ec , then the functions f (x) = b+
√
c2 − (x − a)2 and g(x) = b−√c2 − (x − a)2
are in Fuc (respectively F lc) provided that they are defined on at least one point of (d1, d2).
Note that every f (x) ∈ F is defined on all of (d1, d2), since in case (2) above, f (x) is defined on x iff −c 
(x − a) c. Since x = a + c and x = a − c are both in E+, cσ non-empty implies that a − c < d1 < d2 < a − c.
Let (d, e) be some point in cσ . As we have seen, d1 < d < d2. Let
e+ = max({f (d) | f ∈Fl , σ (f ) = +
}∪ {f (d) | f ∈Fuc , σ (f ) = +
}∪ {f (d) | f ∈F lc, σ (f ) = −
})
and
e− = min({f (d) | f ∈Fl , σ (f ) = −
}∪ {f (d) | f ∈Fuc , σ (f ) = −
}∪ {f (d) | f ∈F lc, σ (f ) = +
})
.
Intuitively, for upper halves of circles, the interior is “below” and the exterior “above,” and the other way round for
lower halves.
Now, let f+ and f− be the functions in F for which f+(d) = e+ and f−(d) = e−. Note that these functions
are unique. If there were more than one, this would mean that two objects in E intersected at this point, and there-
fore (x = d) ∈ E+, contradicting d ∈ (d1, d2). The same argument shows that for all d ′ ∈ (d1, d2), and any f ∈ F ,
f−(d ′) < f+(d ′) and f (d ′) /∈ (f−(d), f+(d ′)).
Therefore, cσ = {(x, y) | d1 < x < d2 ∧ f−(x) < y < f+(x)}. This establishes the second part of the lemma. By
definition, d1 < x < d2 ≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ1(φ1)∩ rσφ2(φ2).
Let φ3 and φ4 be the original constraints used to define f− and f+. If φ3 is a linear constraint, then (d1 < x <
d2) → (f−(x) < y ≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ3(φ3)). Otherwise, we distinguish between two cases.
(1) f− is the lower half of a circle. Then f−(x) < y ≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ3(φ3)∪ t , where t is the “upper” part of the exterior
of the circle. But, since y < f+(x) implies y  g(x), where g(x) is the upper half of the circle, it follows that
f−(x) < y < f+(x) → (x, y) ∈ rσφ3(φ3).
(2) f− is the upper half of a circle. Then f−(x) < y ≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ3(φ3)∩ t , where t is the “lower” part of the exterior
of the circle. Let φ5 specify the horizontal diameter of the circle. Then f−(x) < y ≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ3(φ3)∩ rσφ5(φ5).
An analogous result (with φ6 instead of φ5) can be shown for φ4. Combining these results shows that
(
d1 < x < d2 ∧ f−(x) < y < f+(x)
)
≡ (x, y) ∈ rσφ1(φ1)∩ rσφ2(φ2)∩ rσφ3(φ3)∩ rσφ4(φ4)∩ rσφ5(φ5)∩ rσφ6(φ6). 
To see why 6 constraints may be needed to define a cell (in contrast to the 4 functions required by the standard
CAD in the plane), consider Fig. 13. Even though 4 functions can be used to bound the dark region, we need the
additional two constraints to “convert” the constraints into functions, i.e., to exclude lightly shaded regions.
It should be clear that cells can be defined in FO + POLY (just take all intersections of any six constraints in the
relation); together with the remarks at the beginning of the section, this shows that
Theorem 6.4. Every EuAlg query is in FO + POLY.
Fig. 13. An example of a cell that requires 6 constraints.
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We now return to our original goal, an effective syntax for RepInd-Φcirc. We would like to show that EuAlg is such
a syntax, but, in fact, they cannot be compared directly, as the underlying data models are different—EuAlg queries
are over semi-circular relations whereas RepInd-Φcirc ones are over semi-circular sets. There is, however, a natural
embedding of semi-circular set as semi-circular relations, in which a semi-circular set r corresponds to a unary semi-
circular relation with a single tuple (r). If we therefore restrict EuAlg so that we consider only queries with such
singleton unary relations as input and output (though not necessarily as intermediate results), then we can compare
the two languages directly.
Definition 7.1. An EuAlg query Q is said to be restricted if
(1) the input and output of Q are unary relations, and
(2) whenever the input r is a singleton (i.e., contains exactly one tuple), so is Q(r).
We first have to make sure that the restricted language still has effective syntax.
Lemma 7.2. Restricted EuAlg has effective syntax.
Proof. Let Q be any EuAlg query. Then Q′ = Q ◦ π1 ◦ EuUnnest1 is a restricted EuAlg query. Furthermore, if Q is
itself a restricted EuAlg query, then it must be equivalent to Q′. 
Our goal is to establish equivalence of RepInd-Φcirc and restricted EuAlg. We first introduce some notation.
Definition 7.3. Let X be the x-axis and Y the y-axis. For d ∈ D, X+ d denotes the line defined by (x = d) and Y + d
that defined by (y = d).
Note that X and Y can be defined by EuAlg expressions (the line through eo and ex , and the perpendicular to this
line), as can X + d and Y + d , whenever d is a constructible number. By abuse of notation, we shall also use X, Y ,
etc., to refer to the unary semi-circular relation with one tuple of the form (X), (Y ), etc. Whether we are referring to
a semi-circular set or relation should be clear from the context.
The next two lemmas are used for encoding objects. We show how to write EuAlg queries that select 2 points on a
line (or segment), and 3 on a circle (or arc of one). Note that we do not require a unique pair of points in the result.
Lemma 7.4. Let r be a semi-circular relation of arity k, such that the value of the ith column of each tuple in r is a
line, or segment of one. Then there exists an EuAlg query q such that q(r) is a k + 2 arity relation satisfying
(1) πi(r) = πi(q(r));
(2) for all t ∈ q(r), the tk+1 and tk+2 are distinct points on the line ti .
Proof. Let s = r ×X × (X + 1), and select those tuples in s for which si = sk+1 and si = sk+2. Add two columns to
the result (using Ei∩j ) with the intersections of the ith column with the (k + 1)th and (k + 2)th columns, respectively
(i.e., intersect each line with two distinct horizontal lines). After projecting out the (k + 1)th and (k + 2)th columns,
we get a relation s′ with two distinct points on the line in the last two columns, for every line that is not parallel to the
x-axis.
Repeat the construction with X and X + 1 replaced by Y and Y + 1, to obtain a relation s′′. Then s′ ∪ s′′ can be
expressed in EuAlg and has the properties we are looking for. 
We state (and prove) the next lemma more informally. It can be made formal in a similar way to Lemma 7.4.
Lemma 7.5. Let r be a semi-circular relation of arity k, such that the value of the ith column of each tuple in r is a
circle, or arc of one. Then there exists an EuAlg query q such that q(r) is a (k + 3)-ary relation containing, in the last
three columns, three distinct points on the corresponding circle.
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Proof. Let c be a circle (or arc). Let s be the result of drawing all rays from the origin through points in c. There are
two possibilities (see Fig. 14).
(1) The origin eo is in c, and c is a complete circle. In this case, since eo is a singleton, and every point on X can only
be obtained in s as the result of a ray from eo through ex (or from eo in the opposite direction), this means that
these two halves of the axis must intersect c, and therefore intersecting c with X yields two of the desired points.
(2) Otherwise, there must be a ray from eo that does not intersect c. By rotating this ray around eo in both directions,
we obtain two points p1 and p2 that are the first points in c encountered—these points must exist, since c is a
topologically closed set (actually, there might be two points in the intersection with one of the rays; that can be
dealt with by separating them into distinct tuples using Esides. We can never have more than 2 points, as there
cannot be three collinear points on a circle).
We claim that ∂(s) ∩ c consists of precisely these two distinct points. From the definition, together with the
connectivity of c, it follows that every small neighborhood of p1 and p2 contain points both in and not in s. On
the other hand, if p is any other point on c, for every small enough neighborhood N of p, N ∩ c ⊂ s, and then
every point in an appropriately defined smaller N′ is on a ray from eo through a point in N ∩ c, and hence in s.
So far, we have obtained two points on c. To obtain a third, draw the line through p1 and p2, and construct the
perpendicular to this line through the median of p1 and p2. This line intersects c at one (possibly two) points p3. 
Finally, the following results are used for decoding. We show that the rσ(φ)φ s can be constructed in EuAlg.
Lemma 7.6. Let r be a semi-circular relation of arity k. If the values of the ith column of every tuple in r is a line
(respectively circle), then there is an EuAlg query ql (respectively qc) such that for every tuple t of r , ql(r) (or qc(r))
contains three tuples that agree with t on the first k columns, and whose (k + 1)th columns contain the values t+i , t0i
and t−i , respectively. As before, duplication is allowed.
Proof. The case r0 is handled by simply duplicating the value of ti . The other cases are:
(1) ql . If eo is not on ti , take all rays from ti through eo, and all rays from ti through the reflection of eo on the other
side of ti . One of these will be t+i , the other t
−
i . Repeat for ex , in case eo is on ti . If ex is also on ti , then use a
point on Y instead of eo.
(2) qc. Determine three points on ti and, by simulating standard Euclidean constructions, find the center p of the
circle. Then t−i is obtained by circ(p,p, l) where l is a radius of the circle (e.g., a line segment from p to some
point on ti ). t+i can be obtained as circ(p,p, l′), where l is the ray from p through a point on the circle, with the
part inside the circle deleted. 
We can now show the first direction of the equivalence between RepInd-Φcirc and restricted EuAlg. Note that the
restriction on EuAlg applies only to the final result, so we are free to use unrestricted EuAlg expressions elsewhere in
the proof.
Lemma 7.7. Every query q in RepInd-Φpoly is equivalent to some restricted EuAlg query.circ
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Proof. Let q be a RepInd-Φpolycirc query. The equivalent EuAlg query will be q1 ◦ q2 ◦ q3, where q1 and q2 are EuAlg
queries, and q3 is a restricted EuAlg query. These three queries correspond to the encoding, evaluation and decoding
steps of a Φcirc query, respectively.
The query q1 takes as input a semi-circular set, encoded as a relation r . It outputs three semi-circular sets, r1
(binary), r2 (ternary), and r3 (unary), corresponding to the encodings lr , cr , and pr of Definition 2.13, respectively.
We first show how to obtain unary relations l′r and c′r that contain the objects in the carrier (rather than their
encodings). To do this, we first compute the sides and corners of the set in r . Each corner is then used to obtain
horizontal and vertical lines through this point (i.e., lines parallel to X and Y ), these lines are added to l′r , and the
corners deleted from the sides.
The relation now contains a set of (complete or segments of) lines and circles. We now separate them into two
relations sl and sc depending on whether they correspond to lines or circles. This is done by drawing rays from each
object to itself. The possibilities are as follows, where for each case we give an EuAlg-expressible condition that
distinguishes it from the other cases (see Fig. 15).
(1) A line, or line segment. In this case the result is the line itself, and can be detected by testing if the object is
contained in the boundary of the result.
(2) A circle. The result is R2 and can be tested by checking if the boundary of the result is empty.
(3) An arc of a circle. As illustrated Fig. 15, it is sufficient to show that the arc is not contained in the boundary of the
result (we do not really need to distinguish arcs from circles). Let p1 and p2 be the endpoints of the arc, and p
some other point on the arc. Let N be a neighborhood of p that does not intersect with the tangents to the arc at
p1 and p2. Then it follows that if q ∈ N , the line through q and p1 must intersect the arc, and hence q is in the
result. This shows that p is an interior point of the result, hence not in the boundary, which shows that this case
can be distinguished from case (1).
The next step is to replace sl and sc with relations containing complete lines and circles (not segments). For lines
this is done exactly as in case (1) above. For circles, one finds three points on the circle (using the two endpoints of the
arc, and a third point determined as in the last step of Lemma 7.5), determines the center (using a standard Euclidean
construction), and uses the center, a point on the circle, and circ to construct the whole circle.
Next, augment sl to include all circle diameters parallel to X. Then compute all intersections of pairs of objects
from sl ∪ sc, and add vertical lines through these points to sl . sl and sc now contain the carrier of an LPC encoding
of r . r1 and r2 are now computed by applying Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5.
Finally, we compute r3 (i.e., the set P ). Apply Lemma 7.6 to both sl and sc to get sets of “half-planes.” Consider
all minimal intersections c of 6 objects from these sets (i.e., intersections that are not strictly contained in any other
intersection of 6 objects), and test if it is contained in r . By Lemma 6.3, we obtain all cells in a decomposition of r .
To select a representative (see Fig. 16), proceed as follows. The cell boundaries must contain at most two distinct
vertical lines (assume exactly two; the other cases involve unbounded sets, and modifying the proof is straightforward).
Take the two points where these lines intersect X, and draw the perpendicular to X through their median. By the
second part of Lemma 6.3, this line intersects c in an interval. In this case the median of the interval is added to r3.
This completes the definition of q .
By Theorem 6.4, q corresponds to a FO+ POLY-definable encoding enc from semi-circular sets to LPC encodings.
Hence, by the definition of RepInd-Φpolycirc , q = enc ◦ (φl, φc,φp) ◦ QLPC→rcirc , for some SafeEuQl queries φl , φc ,
and φp .
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q2 is used to simulate these SafeEuQl queries on the relations corresponding to an LPC-encoding. Due to the close
similarity between the E operators of EuAlg and the geometric predicates in SafeEuQl, the simulation of the geometric
predicates of SafeEuQl in EuAlg is mostly straightforward.
One of the geometric predicates, c-order may appear less obvious. To simulate this predicate, compute the circle
defined by the first three points, and test whether the fourth is on it. c-order can then be evaluated by projecting the
points onto X and Y , and testing whether these projections are in the correct order by a straightforward, but tedious,
enumeration of all possible cases.
Simulation of the first-order logic connectives of SafeEuQl is mostly straightforward—the only question is how to
handle quantifiers, given that all relations are now finite sets of points. By Lemma 2.19, we can restrict our attention
to the active domain, and the construction in that lemma can be expressed in EuAlg.
Finally, q3 corresponds to the decoding mapping QLPC→rcirc . The result of q2 is three relations rl , rc , and rp
corresponding to the LPC-encoding of some semi-circular set. The techniques here are basically the same as those
used for encoding. First, convert the relations rl and rc, using ray and circ, to relations containing lines and circle. Use
Lemma 7.6 to construct all “half-planes,” and consider every minimal intersection of 6 of these. If the intersection of
this cell with rp is non-empty, include the cell in the result. Finally, an application of EuUnnest converts the result to
a flat (one tuple) relation, concluding the proof. 
We now turn to the converse. The problem we face here is that, in order to simulate a restricted EuAlg query in
SafeEuQl, we may have to simulate subexpressions of the query, that may no longer be unary singleton relations. In
order to deal with this, we need to encode certain semi-circular relations as finite relations over D2. This is done using
the notion of an internal encoding, similar to that of [1].
Definition 7.8. An internal encoding of degree k (k  1) is a tuple 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 of finite relations over D2, where lr
is binary, cr is ternary, ir is of arity k + 1, and er is of arity k · n.
Definition 7.9. An internal encoding 〈lr , cr , ir , er〉 encodes the relation r〈lr ,cr ,ir ,er 〉 defined as
{(
I
(
p11, . . . , p
1
k
)
, . . . , I
(
pn1 , . . . , p
n
k
)) | (p11, . . . , p1k , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pnk
) ∈ er
}
,
where I is a function (that depends on lr , cr , and ir , though we shall usually not mention this explicitly for
readability) that maps the tuple (x1, . . . , xk) to the semi-circular set with the LPC-encoding given by lr , cr and
{p | (x1, . . . , xk,p) ∈ ir }.
Intuitively, ir stores indices to those points in the P part of the encoding of a specific set. In this way, we can encode
more than one semi-circular set using the same carrier.
Lemma 7.10. Let 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 be some internal encoding. Then, there exists a SafeEuQl query
encodes_same_cell(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) that tests whether I (x1, . . . , xn) = I (y1, . . . , yn).
Proof. Let p and p′ be points in D2, and c, c′ cells in the partition defined by the lr and cr . We can test if c = c′ by
the SafeEuQl query
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≡ ∀p1,p2
(
lr (p1,p2) →
(
p is on the same side as p′ of line (p1,p2)
))
∧ ∀p1,p2,p3
(
cr(p1,p2,p3) →
(
p is on circle (p1,p2,p3) ↔ p′ isoncircle (p1,p2,p3)
))
∧ ∀p1,p2,p3
(
cr(p1,p2,p3) →
(
p is in circle (p1,p2,p3) ↔ p′ is in circle (p1,p2,p3)
))
encodes_same_cell(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn)
≡ (∀p ir(x1, . . . , xn,p) → ∃q ir (y1, . . . , yn, q)∧ same_cell(p, q)
)
∧ (∀q ir (y1, . . . , yn, q) → ∃p ir(x1, . . . , xn, q)∧ same_cell(p, q)
)
. 
We now show how to combine two encodings.
Lemma 7.11. Let 〈lr , cr , ir , er〉 be an encoding of r , ls and cs binary and ternary finite relations over D2. Then there
exist i′ and e′ such that 〈lr ∪ ls , cr ∪ cs, i′, e′〉 is also an encoding of r .
Proof. Let l and c be the finite relations that we obtain by augmenting lr ∪ ls and cr ∪cs as in Definition 6.1. (Actually,
c = cr ∪ cs .) In order to do this, we have to compute intersections of all line/line, line/circle and circle/circle pairs,
draw perpendiculars to the x-axis through these points, and also draw perpendicular tangents, and horizontal lines
through the center of, each circle. This can be done by simulating standard Euclidean constructions in SafeEuQl.
Now, by Lemma 6.3, each cell in the decomposition of R2 by l and c, must be defined by at most 6 constraints in this
set, in fact, by 2 perpendicular lines, and 4 others. Consider all such sets of constraints, and construct a representative
point as follows: project the two vertical lines on the x-axis, and take the perpendicular to the median of these two
points. For each pair of constraints among the other 4, take the midpoint, and include it in a set P (also take points
one unit above and below each such intersection, to cover unbounded cells).
At this point, P is guaranteed to contain at least one representative for each cell. We can therefore define (where
same_cell refers to the original partition by lr and cr )
i′(x1, . . . , xn,p) ≡ (∃q) ir (x1, . . . , xn, q)∧ same_cell(p, q)
and e′ = er . 
Note that the same technique will work if we have more than 2 carriers, even an arbitrary (but finite) number,
appropriately parameterized.
Lemma 7.12. Let 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 be an internal encoding. Then there exist SafeEuQl queries
(1) adj(p, q) that holds iff the cells containing the points p and q are adjacent.
(2) boundary(x1, . . . , xn,p) that holds iff p is in the boundary of I (x1, . . . , xn).
(3) side(x1, . . . , xn,p, q) that holds iff p and q are in the same side of I (x1, . . . , xn), and
(4) corner(x1, . . . , xn,p) that holds iff p is a corner of I (x1, . . . , xn).
Proof. (1) The cells containing p and q are adjacent iff there is some line (p1,p2) ∈ rl (or circle: the treatment
of this case is omitted here) such that p is on line (p1,p2) and ¬(q is on line (p1,p2)) (or similarly with the
roles of p and q reversed). Furthermore, for every other (q1, q2) ∈ rl (or triples in rc), ¬(p is on line (q1, q2)) →
(p is on the same side as q of line (q1, q2)).
(2) p is in the boundary of u = I (x1, . . . , xn) iff either the cell containing p is disjoint from u but is adjacent
to some cell that is contained in u, or vice versa. Expressing this in SafeEuQl is straightforward using the previous
lemmas, with one exception: how to say that a cell is adjacent to a cell that is not contained in u, without using an
unsafe quantification. The solution is to generate representatives for all cells in the partition as in the previous lemma.
We can then test which of these are contained in u, and quantify over the remaining cells.
(3) p and q are in the same side of u = I (x1, . . . , xn) iff (1) they are in the boundary of u, (2) they are on some line
or circle in rl or cl , and (3) for every cell in the partition induced by rl and rc , if the cell’s representative is between p
and q , then this cell is also contained in u.
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SafeEuQl expression, and a similar definition will work for linear constraints. 
We can now show the second part of the equivalence proof.
Lemma 7.13. Every query q in restricted EuAlg is equivalent to some query in RepInd-Φcirc.
Proof. Let q be a query in restricted EuAlg, and let enc be an encoding in Qrcirc→LPC. We have to show that q ∈
Φcirc(enc), i.e., that there exist SafeEuQl queries φl,φc , and φp such that q = enc ◦ (φl, φc,φp) ◦QLPC→rcirc .
The simulation of q proceeds as follows. We first show how to compute, in SafeEuQl, an internal encoding of
degree 1 of a relation from its LPC-encoding. We then show how to simulate each algebraic operation on the internal
encodings, with an appropriate increase in the degree, and finally how to extract an LPC encoding of the final result
(extracting three SafeEuQl queries for the l, p, and c components from this is straightforward).
As input, we are given an LPC-encoding lr , cr , and pr . An equivalent internal encoding of degree 1, 〈l′r , c′r , i′r , r ′r 〉,
is defined as follows:
(1) l′r = lr and c′r = cr ,
(2) i′r = {(eo,p) | p ∈ pr},
(3) r ′r = {(eo)}.
EuAlg is now simulated by a case analysis of the different operators.
(1) r ∪ s. Let the internal encodings of r and s be 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 and 〈ls , cs, is , es〉, respectively. Assume (by padding
with eo, if necessary) that both encodings are of degree k. The result will have an internal encoding of degree
k + 1. The carrier of the result is defined by lr∪s = lr ∪ ls and cr∪s = cr ∪ cs . By Lemma 7.11, we may assume
that the two internal encodings are with respect to this new carrier. Let
ir∪s =
{
(x1, . . . , xn, eo) | (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ ir
}∪ {(x1, . . . , xn, ex) | (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ is
}
.
Then er∪s is the set of (p11, . . . , p1k , . . . , p
n
1 , . . . , p
n
k ) ∈ er for which there exist q11 , . . . , q1k , . . . , qn1 , . . . , qnk such
that
encodes_same_cell
(
p11, . . . , p
1
k , q
1
1 , . . . , q
1
k
)
(and similarly with r and s exchanged). encodes_same_cell here is with respect to the new partition.
(2) r ∩ s, r − s, and r × s are similar, with the definition of the e-part modified appropriately. σcond(r) and πx(r) are
simpler, as the construction of the new carrier is not needed.
(3) EuUnnesti (r). For simplicity, let i = 1. Let 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 be an internal encoding of r of degree k. The degree
of the result will be n · (k − 1) + 1. Let lEuUnnesti (r) = lr and cEuUnnesti (r) = cr . iEuUnnesti (r) contains all tuples
of the form (1) (p1, . . . , pk, eo, . . . , eo,p) where (p1, . . . , pk,p) ∈ i(r), i.e., the encodings in ir padded with
n · (k − 2) − 1 eo’s and (2) (p21, . . . , p2k , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pnk , eu,p), where (p11, . . . , p1k , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pnk ,p) ∈ ir for
some p11, . . . , p
1
k . Finally, eEuUnnesti (r) consists of all (n · (k − 1) + 1) · n-tuples of the form (divided into blocks
of n · (k − 1)+ 1 for readability),
• (p21, . . . , p2k , eo, . . . , eo), . . . , (pn1 , . . . , pnk , eo, . . . , eo), and
• (p21, . . . , p2k , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pnk , eu),
whenever (p11, . . . , p
1
k , . . . , p
n
1 , . . . , p
n
k ) ∈ er for some p11, . . . , p1k .
(4) εi∪j (r). Let 〈lr , cr , ir , er 〉 be an internal encoding of r of degree k. We construct an internal encoding of degree
2k + 1 for s = εi∪j (r). s has ls = lr and cs = cr . is contains all tuples (1) of the form (p1, . . . , pk, eo, . . . , eo,p)
such that (p1, . . . , pk,p) ∈ ir , and (2) of the form (p1, . . . , pk,p′1, . . . , p′k, eu,p) where (p1, . . . , pk,p) ∈ ir or
(p′1, . . . , p′k,p) ∈ ir (i.e., we encode all unions of pairs of sets in r). Finally, es consists of all tuples of the form
(described in blocks of length 2k + 1),
• (p11, . . . , p1k , eo, . . . , eo), . . . , (pn1 , . . . , pnk , eo, . . . , eo), and
• (pi1, . . . , pik,pj1 , . . . , pjk , eu),
whenever (p1, . . . , p1, . . . , pn, . . . ,pn) ∈ er .1 k 1 k
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p′1, . . . , p′k, eu,p) where (p1, . . . , pk,p) ∈ ir and (p′1, . . . , p′k, q) ∈ ir for some q in the same cell as p. εi−j (r)
is similar, as are ε∂(i)(r), εsides(i), and εcorners(i)(r), using Lemma 7.12.
(6) εray(i,i′)(r). The encoding is similar to that above. Simulation of ray in SafeEuQl proceeds along similar lines
to the proof of Theorem 5.10. A direct simulation of that proof does not, however, suffice, as that would result
in computing the boundary of the result, but it is not clear how to determine (in first-order) the interior from the
boundary. Therefore, a more careful analysis of the construction in Theorem 5.10 is needed. We first observe that
the only thing that stops Eq. (1) in Lemma 5.4 from being an equality is that the right-hand side may include
boundary points that are not in the left-hand side. The simulation of ray in SafeEuQl consists of simulating the
appropriate constructions in Lemma 5.5, but creating open, rather than closed regions, iff at least one of the two
boundary elements is not contained in the corresponding set.
(7) εcirc(i,i′,i′′)(r). We first construct the intervals R as in Lemma 5.6. To do this, we have to determine the smallest
and largest distance between points in the two sets. This is done by considering the corresponding cell decom-
positions. Consider cells c1 and c2, and let p1, . . . , p4 and q1, . . . , q4 be the corners of these cells (possibly
less than 4). Since all of these corners are on vertical lines, we only need to compute the maximum and mini-
mum among (1) d(pi, qj ) and (2) the distances between each pi (respectively qi ) and each of the vertical lines
bounding c1 (respectively c2), provided that the corresponding point is itself in the boundary of c1 (c2). The set
R is then the union of these intervals, taken over all pairs of cells. Given this set, simulating the constructions of
Lemma 5.7 is straightforward. 
Combining the above lemmas, we get
Theorem 7.14. Restricted EuAlg is equivalent to both RepInd-Φcirc and RepInd-Φpolycirc .
8. Comparison with the constraint database approach
In this paper, we have mainly addressed the expressive power of EuAlg. One can capture all of FO + LIN in this
language, and many distance related queries [12,13] (“return all the points within a certain distance from a point”)
can be expressed in a very natural way. However, the language has a rather different nature from traditional constraint
languages, and it is natural to ask how these languages are related. The “non-spatial part” of EuAlg is, in fact, a
standard relational language, so the real question is how the operations on the “spatial part” compare with constraint
queries in FO + POLY.
Some constraint operations are expressible directly in EuAlg. These include conjunction (spatial intersection),
disjunction, (union), and complement.
What about projection? Since all spatial objects are of dimension 2, the only projections that are meaningful are
projections onto lower dimensions (with the result appropriately embedded in the plane). Consider a semi-circular
set r . The projection onto the x-axis can be defined as {(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ X,∃y′(x, y′) ∈ r}, where X is the x-axis. In
a point language, this could be expressed by saying that p = (x, y) is in X, and that the perpendicular to X through
p intersects r—but this is precisely the construction we have used in the proof of Theorem 7.14, and therefore the
same technique shows that the language is closed under projection on the x-axis (for the y-axis, the easiest way is to
replace the roles of x and y in the proof above, though it could also be generated directly from the cell decomposition
relative to x). Note, however, that we have only discussed semi-circular sets; the construction can be generalized to
semi-circular relations, where the projection is computed for a specific spatial component, though this will work only
if all the other components are distinct—in other words, we can express the result of a merge followed by projection
on the same component.
The remaining operation that is missing in EuAlg is general cartesian product, and join. Cartesian product of two
1-dimensional sets (appropriately encoded) can, in fact, be expressed in EuAlg, but more general products cannot
be represented, as the spatial components are always restricted to 2 dimensions. The same applies in general for
join, except that certain join expressions are 2-dimensional, e.g., πx,z(r(x, y)  s(y, z)). Such expressions are not
representable in EuAlg: this is not a shortcoming of the language, but rather one of the intentions in the design, as such
expressions are not always closed. For example, if r contains the tuple (x2 + y2 = 1), and s the tuple y = 2z, then the
result would contain (x2 + 4z2 = 1), which describes an ellipse, and is not semi-circular.
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and the existence of such a calculus is an open question. One approach to this is PFOL, but this is point-based, not
semi-circular-region based.
9. Alternative definitions and extensions
We now discuss briefly alternative ways to extend the notion of drawing a circle from points to regions. While
the definition of ray on regions is quite a natural extension, questions may be raised about the choice of circ. The
operation circ(r1, r2, r3) is defined to be the set of circles with radius in r1, and radii defined by the distance between
a point in r2 and r3. There are, however, many ways to define a circle, and no one appears more natural than another.
These include: (1) center and length of radius, (2) center and point on circle, and (3) three points on the circle. In the
case of the language of [17] the choice was arbitrary: all approaches are equivalent, and (1) was chosen for reasons of
convenience (mostly in the examples).
In the case of regions, the situation is no longer as simple. In retrospect, we feel that our choice is justified by
Lemma 5.6. Specifying several intervals that give the allowed radii seems to us to be the most “natural” of all the
approaches, and it is shown to be equivalent to the definition that we have used. It may still be of interest, however, to
ask whether definitions on the lines of (2) or (3) are equivalent to (1). We therefore define
Definition 9.1. Let p1, p2 and p3 be points in D2.
(1) circ1(p1,p2) is the circle with center at p1 and going through p2.
(2) circ2(p1,p2,p3) is the circle that goes through (non-collinear) p1, p2, and p3.
These operators are extended to regions, and languages EuAlg1 and EuAlg2 are defined in a similar way as above.
Proposition 9.2. The EuAlg1 language is not closed.
Proof. Consider a circle r1 and a point r2. Then circ1(r1, r2) is shown in Fig. 17. This curve (first defined in [7]) is
called a limaçon, and is known not to be semi-circular; in fact, [21] shows that a special case of a limaçon can be used
to trisect a given angle. 
We conjecture that EuAlg2 is closed, but is too weak to capture RepInd-Φcirc, but this question is still open.
Finally, while the restriction to Euclidean geometry is motivated by the importance of the distance function in many
spatial applications, it remains a natural question to ask whether the current approach can be adapted to more general
objects.
Fig. 17. A limaçon.
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One possible extension is to relax the restriction to Euclidean constructions (after all, technology has advanced
since Euclid’s day!), and try to use a similar approach for more general quadratic curves. This does not appear to be
easy, however. The most natural extension would be to extend the circ operator to ellipses, i.e., drawing ellipses whose
radii are taken from a given set of intervals, and foci from two given objects. Unfortunately, this breaks down even for
a single radius and foci on a single circle.
Lemma 9.3. There exists an ellipse e and a radius d such that the boundary of the region defined by drawing circles
with radius d and foci on e is not an ellipse.
Proof. Let e be the following: e = (a sin θ, b cos θ). If the outer boundary of the region defined by drawing circles
with radius d and centers on e is an ellipse e′, it must be defined by e′ = ((a + d) sin θ, (b + d) cos θ). Let θ0 be the
angle such that (Fig. 18)
• the point q = (a cos θ0, b sin θ0),
• the point p = ((a + d) cos θ0, (b + d) sin θ0), and
• the line qp is not perpendicular to e at the point q .
Since the vector
qp = op − oq = ((a + d) cos θ0, (b + d) sin θ0
)− (a cos θ0, b sin θ0) = (d cos θ0, d sin θ0),
the length of the line qp is d . By the selection of θ0, qp is not perpendicular to e at the point q . Therefore, point p is
not on the outer boundary of the region, a contradiction. 
This proof can be extended to show that the boundary cannot even be described by several ellipses, and therefore
that an language based on this constructor is not closed. Since, as we have just seen, closure of EuAlg is itself very
sensitive to the specific form of the circ constructor, there is a possibility that some alternative extension to (for
example) ellipses might still work. Even if that is the case, defining a language like Φcirc, would be more complicated,
as one would need to define an encoding of a class of curves, that can be “computed” using curves from the same
class (in the way that the center of a circle can be determined using Euclidean constructions).
What about higher dimensions? One could certainly generalize the notions of drawing lines and circles to that
of constructing planes and hyperspheres, and define generalizations of our primitives to these objects. However, one
would either (1) need some safety conditions to prevent taking conic sections (and these may be much less natural
than the safety conditions in SafeEuQl), or (2) need to first extend EuAlg to such curves, as discussed above.
10. Discussions
While our work concerns providing distance functions to first-order constraint languages, developing appropriate
query languages for fixpoint queries remains an interesting issue. It is unclear how EuAlg can be extended to capture
fixpoint queries, as it was done for FO + LIN in [9] and for topological queries in [24].
The equivalence result shown in this paper allows further investigation into data complexity of “semi-circular”
queries using the algebraic language EuAlg. It seems that a complexity bound on the Euclidean operations would
naturally lead to a bound on EuAlg.
Representation independence resembles the “safety” property of query languages (see [2,18]), and especially that
of constraint databases [5]. Both are semantic properties of the languages. For the general case, there are no algorithms
874 G.M. Kuper, J. Su / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 73 (2007) 845–874for the corresponding decision problems but syntactic characterizations are possible (e.g., the relational calculus [2]
and constraint languages under many context structures [5]). However, they are different problems. Safety is concerned
primarily with the closure property that require query answers to be representable in the same way as databases
(e.g., finiteness for relational databases or linear constraint relations for linear constraint databases). Representation
independence addresses the impact of encoding of query answers. It is not clear whether the techniques developed for
safety such as in [5] can be used to study representation independence.
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